IN THE DISTRICT COURT, SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
NATRONA COUNTY, WYOMING
Hon. W. Thomas Sullins, Presiding

STATE OF WYOMING,

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
vs.
)
CR – 19548
)
JOHN HENRY KNOSPLER, JR.,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_____________________________________________________
DEFENDANT’S PETITION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIEF
_____________________________________________________
COMES NOW the Defendant, JOHN HENRY KNOSPLER, JR. (“Mr. Knospler”),
and pursuant to W.S. § 7-14-101 through 7-14-108 (Wyoming Postconviction Act) as
amended by Wy Laws 2018, ch 77, and moves for an evidentiary hearing and,
thereafter, an order vacating and setting aside his conviction and sentence. He alleges
that his conviction and sentence were obtained in violation of his Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendment rights under the United States Constitution, both at the trial and direct
appeal phases.
Mr. Knospler alleges that the State presented materially misleading, inaccurate,
and false forensic evidence and opinions through the testimony of Steve Norris of the
Wyoming Crime Laboratory and others in violation of the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment and the decision in Miller v. Pate, 386 U.S. 1 (1967) and its
progeny. The State argued and presented testimony in support of the theory that Mr.
Knospler fired his .45 Nighthawk firearm THRU the tempered glass window and that he
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was in a position of safety within the driver’s compartment and could have simply drive
away in safety. There was no necessity for him to use deadly force in self-defense.
It is undisputed that John Daily, an expert retained by the State, recommended
pre-trial that a re-enactment of the State’s theory be performed. For reasons not
contained in the record or known to Mr. Knospler, the State declined to perform this reenactment.
However, the Defendant has conducted a series of re-enactments and had the
State done so, the State would have learned (if it did not know already), that:
•

The undisputed presence of bullet wipe on the T-shirt worn by Mr. Baldwin
established with 100% degree of certainty that a .45 bullet fired thru a primary
target of tempered 2008 Chevy Cobalt side window would NOT have bullet wipe
on the secondary target of the T-shirt.

Baldwin T-shirt
at Corner’s Office

Baldwin T-shirt
at WY Crime Lab

Note the clearly visible black ring of bullet wipe
photographed at the Natrona Co Coroner's on the left,
and the pink bullet ring on the right when tested for lead
at the Wyoming Crime Lab (Steve Norris)

•

Def shoot thru
glass (11/28/18)

Def shoot thru
glass (1/5/19)

Note the total absences of bullet wipe on these two
photos where the .45 passed thru a tempered glass
window of a Chevy Cobalt as theorized by the State in
claiming Mr. Baldwin was not the first aggressor.

The undisputed presence of fractured glass at the RACKS’ parking lot (primary
crime scene) and interior of the 2008 Chevy Cobalt (secondary crime scene) in
the form of small squares and cubes, but NOT long narrow shards establishes
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with 100% degree of certainty that the window was ABSENT because of external
blunt force and NOT from a .45 bullet fired from the inside out by Mr. Knospler.
Glass collected at
RACKS 10/4/13

•

COBALT floor at
stop by LE 10/4/13

Inside-out shoot
9/9/17 (typ. shard)

Def “inside-out
shoot on 1/5/19

The INTERNAL distribution of the small squares of tempered glass are
consistent with an external blunt force and not an internal fired bullet.
There was never ANY glass on the dash after the seven reenact by the defense using the Chevy Cobalt.

Dash at time of stop by law enforcement on 10/4/13

Dash of Chevy Cobalt
after defense window
break with blunt force to
the exterior left side of the
glass near the mirror.
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Additional specific and detailed allegations in support of the grounds for relief will
be set forth in more detail post and are supported by the factual showing attached to
this motion and incorporated by reference.
I.

STATUTORY ALLEGATIONS required per W.S. § 7-14-102 (a)
1.

Mr. Knospler is currently confined at the Wyoming Medium Correctional
Institution, Torrington, Wyoming solely because of his conviction and
sentence in this case.

2.

Pursuant to W.S. § 7-14-102(a), Mr. Knospler further states as follows:
a. He was convicted of the felony offense of second degree murder following
a jury trial in the District Court for the Seventh Circuit (Natrona County) in
the case at CR 19548.
b. The guilty verdict was returned on December 23, 2014. Judgment was
entered and sentence imposed on May 19, 2015. The opinion of the
Wyoming Supreme Court affirming the conviction was released on
January 5, 2016. (S-15-0158) The mandate from the Wyoming Supreme
Court was released on January 21, 2016 and entered on the docket of the
District Court on January 25, 2016.
c. The facts which show the petitioner's constitutional rights were violated will
be set forth post.
d. Mr. Knospler has not had any previous proceedings to secure relief from
his conviction in state or federal court decided on the merits, except for the
direct appeal to the Wyoming Supreme Court docketed at S-15-0158.
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e. The published opinion of the Wyoming Supreme Court can be found at
Knospler v. State, 2016 WY 1, 366 P.3d 479 (Wyo. 2016).
f. Mr. Knospler filed a previous motion for postconviction relief that was
dismissed without prejudice on February 20, 2018.
g. Mr. Knospler also filed a motion to allow DNA testing that was denied a
written order on July 3, 2018. A petition for review by the Wyoming
Supreme Court was timely filed pursuant to W.S. § 7-12-313 and docketed
at S-18-0168. The petition for review was denied on August 7, 2018.
3.

It is a violation of Due Process under the Fourteenth Amendment for the State
to present and argue factually false and misleading evidence in support of
conviction. See, Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637 (1974), Miller v.
Pate, 386 U.S. 1 (1967), Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (1959), Alcorta v.
Texas, 355 U.S. 28 (1957), Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), Pyle
v. Kansas, 317 U.S. 213 (1942).

4.

At trial, Mr. Knospler was represented by private counsel, Joey Low IV of
Long Beach, CA admitted pro hac vice (Atty Low) and Tim Newcomb (Wy Bar
# 5-2594) of Laramie, WY (Atty Newcomb). (Here after referred to collectively
as “trial counsel”).

5.

On direct appeal in the case at S-15-0158, Mr. Knospler was also
represented by Atty Low and Atty Newcomb.

6.

Atty Low and Atty Newcomb could not ethically allege their own ineffective
assistance at trial during Mr. Knospler’s direct appeal. The merits of the issue
of ineffective assistance of trial counsel is not procedurally barred and can
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properly be raised in this petition for postconviction relief. W.S. § 7-14-103
(b); Keats v. State, 115 P.3d 1110, 1117 (Wy 2005).
7.

Effective assistance requires that defense counsel obtain the forensic
scientific evidence in support of the defense theory and refute the speculation
in the State’s theory. Cooper v. State, 319 P.3d 914 (Wy. 2014) (Conviction
reversed); Strandlien v. State, 2007 WY 66, 156 P.3d 986 (Wy 2007)
(Conviction vacated for failure to retain expert on accident reconstruction.
Cross-examination of State’s witnesses not sufficient to meet atty’s duty.)

8.

Effective assistance of counsel requires defense counsel to be aware of the
controlling law in the jurisdiction and interpose appropriate and timely
objections to prejudicial testimony and evidence presented at trial.

9.

The Wyoming Supreme Court in Drennen v. State, 311 P.3d 116 (Wy. 2013)
decided October 1, 2013, and later in Haire v. State, 393 P.3d 1304 (Wy
2017) decided May 8, 2017, held that the jury should be instructed that the
defendant was justified in using deadly force only if necessary; consequently,
he must consider reasonable alternatives before using deadly force. In cases
in which the evidence establishes that the defendant was not the aggressor,
the jury should be only given this instruction.

10.

As discussed post, Instruction No. 28 in this case was in the precise language
specifically disapproved in Drennen v. State, supra.

11.

The Wyoming Supreme Court in Haire v. State, supra, rejecting the language
from 2014 Wyoming Criminal Pattern Instruction 8.08 and affirmed the
principle of law set forth in Drennen v. State, supra.
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II.

THE FACTUAL AND LEGAL ISSUES

NOTE: All references in this motion cited as “TT:_____” are to the original trial
transcript. Reference to trial exhibits will be cited “Truex “___”. All additional
citations to “P/C Ex “___” are to the attached exhibits all of which are
incorporated herein by reference. The date/time stamp (hr/min/sec) on the
RACKS tapes did not precisely match official MST but were approximately 17-20
minutes later than actual MST. (TT:321:4-14) All citations to the RACKS video
will “RVST:____” unless time is specifically converted to MST.

Undisputed facts in the record regarding pre-trial proceedings and discovery
12.

Trial counsel took the unusual step of NOT moving pretrial discovery provided
in Wyo. R. Prac. & P. 26.2, but relied upon Wyo. R. Prac. & P. 12 and 16 and
the State’s due process obligation under Brady v. Maryland to produce and
disclose exculpatory and mitigating evidence. This decision was apparently to
avoid providing reciprocal discovery to the State. (Mot hrg (4/15/14) at 10:2111:4, 15:7-19, 18:18-21, 21:5-19; Mot hrg (8/22/14) at 12:19-22)

13.

Neither Wyo. R. Prac. & P. 12 and 16 nor Brady v. Maryland and its progeny
require the State to disclose incriminating evidence or expert opinions that
might be used by the State to implicate Mr. Knospler. (See. Court comments
during trial on failure to follow Rule 16 and 26.2 Rules of discovery. TT:
909:18-911:7, 1478:7-1482:13, 1616:22-1622:12).

14.

Asst DA Stensaas provided trial counsel with witness statements and reports,
including those involving SONNY PILCHER, RACKS’ owner, ASHLEE
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LOGAN, RACKS’ bartender, WESTY GUILL, RACKS’ bouncer, ERWIN
ANDUJAR, RACKS’ bouncer, CHRYSTAL MIZE, RACKS’ stripper, and
ELIZABETH TATTON, RACKS’ stripper. (Mot hrg (4/15/14) at p. 9:12-18).
15.

Trial counsel acknowledged that the forensic evidence would be essential to
the prosecution and defense. (Mot hrg (4/15/14) at p. 10-16-20).

16.

Trial counsel knew that Mr. Baldwin died from a single shot fired from the .45
Nighthawk by Mr. Knospler. The defense would be “self-defense” based
upon Mr. Baldwin having instituted an unprovoked attack on Mr. Knospler,
broke the driver’s side window, and initiated a life or death struggle with Mr.
Knospler for control of the .45 firearm. Mot hrg (8/24/14) at p. 29:2-20.

17.

In February 2014, Asst DA Joshua Stensaas requested the expert assistance
of John Daily in performing an analysis based on the forensic evidence to
better understand what had transpired during the seconds before Mr. Baldwin
was shot. This analysis was primarily focused on determining Mr. Baldwin’s
likely position at the time of the fatal shot. (PC Ex:1 (annotated))

18.

Mr. Daily was aware of the limitations of the available data and recommended
a shoot thru the 2008 Chevy Cobalt driver’s side window as a re-enactment.
(PC Ex: 1 at p. 6) He also recommended further testing of a shoot into fabric
because:

“[T]he tee shirt worn by Baldwin had been soaked in blood and water
and had been wet for some time. Perhaps it would have been useful to
wet the shot samples for a time before drying and then testing them
for GSR.” (PC Ex: 1 at p. 12)
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19.

Trial counsel received a copy of PC Ex: 1 during that latter part of July 2014.
During the pretrial proceeding and hearing on August 22, 2014, there was
discussion of trial counsel having access to the 2008 Chevy Cobalt, but the
defense did not do so. Mot hrg (8/22/14) at p. 3:6-9, 5:1-2, 11:20-24, 12:18.

20.

Following the receipt of the Daily report, the Natrona County Sheriff’s Office
and Natrona County Attorney’s Office decided NOT to conduct the driver’s
side window shoot or wet T-shirt testing as recommended in PC Ex: 1.

21.

Trial counsel did NOT conduct any re-enactments of an inside/out window
shoot using a .45 caliber firearm using FMJ .230 gr. Federal ammo to observe
how the glass would disperse and react to the bullet, nor did they conduct a
GSR testing of cotton material that had been wet, rolled, and frozen like Mr.
Baldwin’s T-shirt.

22.

Both the prosecution and trial counsel knew well before trial that the essential
“factual” issue would be whether:
STATE’S THEORY: Mr. Baldwin took no aggressive or hostile actions when
he arrived at 2008 Chevy Cobalt. The driver’s side window was intact when Mr.
Knospler from a position of complete safety within the driver’s compartment
when he shot thru the window fatally injuring Mr. Baldwin. The glass on the
interior dash could have been from actions by Mr. Baldwin AFTER he was shot
or the fact that glass would react counter-intuitively. The “stovepipe”
malfunction and magazine drop could have been the result of limp wristing by
Mr. Knospler.
or
DEFENSE THEORY: Mr. Baldwin first approached the passenger side window
and attempted to gain entry. He then went to the driver’s side of the 2008 Chevy
Cobalt and broke the window with his fist. Mr. Baldwin was engaged in a
struggle with Mr. Knospler during which the .45 Nighthawk was discharged
fatally injuring Mr. Baldwin. The glass on the dash and passenger side were
caused by Mr. Baldwin breaking the window. The .45 Nighthawk malfunctioned
during the struggle as a result of some external obstruction by Mr. Baldwin.
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23.

On September 16, 2014, Asst DA Stensaas advised the WY Crime Lab that
he was no longer an attorney on the case and that all information should be
directed to DA Blonigen.

24.

Trial counsel filed several pre-trial motions in limine. Some were granted and
some were denied. As a matter of law, trial counsel knew or should have
known that if a defense motion in limine were denied, it did not release trial
counsel from the obligation to object at time of trial when the context of the
evidence had been established. Whether evidence is “relevant” depends on
other facts and evidence presented at trial. A ruling on a motion in limine is
only a preliminary determination subject to later review by the district court.
Additional facts that are undisputed in this postconviction motion

25.

The following facts establish the timeline of events on October 3-4, 2013, and
are confirmed by the RACKS video surveillance tapes. (TrEx: 301)
a. On October 3, 2013, Mr. Knospler entered RACKS for the first time at
RSVT:17:41:50 pm. (P/C Ex:4, TrEx: 301) Mr. Knospler left RACKS four
times until approximately 10:15 pm (MST) when he was told to leave by
Ervin Andujar, a bouncer at RACKS. Mr. Knospler can be observed
leaving at RSVT:22:31:24 wearing a cap and hoodie jacket. It was
snowing at the time of his exit. (P/C Ex: 4, 2 (video))
b. On October 3, 2013, Mr. Baldwin arrived at RACKS at RSVT:20:54:20 pm
to celebrate his birthday with friends, Chris Syverson and Kara Sterner.
(P/C Ex: 5, TrEx: 301)
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c. Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Knospler left RACKS at the same time at
RSVT:22:02:06. (P/C Ex: 4, 5) Mr. Baldwin re-entered at RSVT:22:06:54.
(P/C Ex 5) Mr. Knospler re-entered RACKS 6 seconds later at
RSVT:22:07:00. (P/C Ex: 4) Mr. Baldwin then exited RACKS at
RSVT:22:09:33 for less than a minute and re-entered at RSVT:22:10:21.
(P/C Ex: 5. TrEx 301)
d. It is undisputed from RSVT:22:31:24 (when Mr. Knospler left RACKS for
the last time) and RSVT:00:35:54 (when Mr. Baldwin left RACKS for the
last time) there were no interactions between the two. TrEx: 301)
e. Mr. Baldwin passed out from drinking at one of the tables in RACKS. His
friends (Mr. Syverson and Ms. Sterner) left without him.
f. On October 4, 2013, at RSVT:00:35:54, Mr. Andujar assisted Mr. Baldwin
to exit RACKS for the last time and repeatedly offered to call a cab. (P/C
Ex:3 (video), 5) When Mr. Baldwin got to the front door, he said he would
get a ride with his friend who was outside. (TT:760:17-762:4, 762:4763:10, 821:2-22:11)
g. There was no evidence of any hostile interactions between Mr. Baldwin
and Mr. Knospler at any time prior to RSVT:00:35:54. (TrEx: 301)
26.

The essential time period relevant to the guilt/self-defense issues took place
from when Mr. Baldwin exited RACKS for the last time (RSVT:00:35:54) and
when Mr. Knospler drove past the RACKS front door (RSVT:00:38:16 ), a
period of 2 minutes and 22 seconds.
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27.

It is undisputed that during the period between RSVT:00:35:45 and 00:38:16
Ervin Andujar, Amber Hudson, Wesley Guill, Ashlee Logan, and an
unidentified female looked out the front door towards the Knospler vehicle
located southwest approximately 100 feet away in the dark parking lot. These
individuals were looking over two snow covered vehicles and during a snow
storm. (P/C Ex 3 (video), 6, 7, 8 (witness chart), 9, 17 (video), See also snow
on Knospler’s vehicle at stop P/C Ex: 18, 19, 23, 31, TrEx 301).

28.

The RACKS’ video establishes that Mr. Andujar looked out the front door for
88/144 sec (61%) in 10 segments, Ms. Logan for 35/114 sec (24%) in 8
segments, Mr. Guill for 35/144 (24%) in 5 segments, and Ms. Hudson for
15/144 sec (10%) in 4 segments of the total of 2 min 22 sec (144 sec).

29.

It was undisputed that Mr. Baldwin’s brother’s snow covered 2006 Ford
Fusion was remarkable similar in appearance to Mr. Knospler’s 2008 Chevy
Cobalt, including body shape, color, and wheels. (P/C Ex: 23) (TT:193:11-22,
600:17-601:17, 108:3-13; 1086:15-1087:23, TrEx 103, 104)1

30.

There are additional facts regarding the evidence at trial and obtained during
the investigation that Mr. Knospler does not dispute in this motion. They
provide the context for the re-enactments by the defense that show the false
and misleading testimony by the State’s expert witness and ineffective
assistance of defense counsel in not conducting independent testing and
interposing appropriate objections, to include:

NOTE: Defense does not dispute the assumption that Mr. Baldwin in his intoxicated
state mistook Mr. Kospler’s Cobalt automobile for his brother’s Ford automobile. Mr.
Baldwin may have thought that Mr. Knospler was stealing his brother’s car.
1
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a. It had been snowing for several hours before the shooting and vehicles in
the RACKS’ parking lot, including Mr. Knospler’s Chevy Cobalt were
covered with a thick blanket of snow. (P/C Ex 9, 10)
b. The RACKS’ parking lot photo of the snow “void” is a true and accurate
representation of the primary “crime scene”. (P/C Ex 10)
c. The photos taken of Mr. Baldwin (deceased) in the RACKS’ parking lot are
true and accurate representations of how his T-shirt had been pushed and
rolled up above the entrance wound. (P/C Ex 11, 12, 14, 15)
d. The first law enforcement officer to arrive at RACKS was Zack Miller of the
Mills PD at approximately 12:18 am on October 4, 2013. The in-car video
offered at trial is a true and accurate representation of the scene at
RACKS and the actions taken therein. (TrEx: 300 (video)).
e. The Casper PD photos of the Chevy Cobalt at the time of the stop and
arrest of Mr. Knospler within a few minutes of the shooting are a true and
accurate representations of the exterior of his vehicle, the glass as
distributed within his vehicle, and .45 semi-automatic Nighthawk firearm in
the duffle on the passenger’s seat. (P/C Ex 18, 19, 20, 21, 22; See also,
TrEx: 207 (video))
f. The Natrona Co Sheriff’s Office photos of the search of the vehicle after
transport to the NaCo SO garage are true and accurate representations of
the exterior and interior of the vehicle, glass dispersal, and .45 semiautomatic Nighthawk. (P/C Ex 24, 25, 26)
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g. The photos taken of the scoop of glass and foot prints are true and
accurate representations of the glass collected on the morning of October
4, 2013, from the area between Mr. Knospler’s vehicle location and the
Ford pickup. (, P/C Ex: 50, 51, 52 of TrEx: 321, 322, 323).
h. Defense attorney Eric Palin took the photos contained in P/C Ex: 53, 54,
and 55 and they are true and accurate photos of the actual glass depicted
in TrEx: 322 and 323 that were received as TrEx: B1. (TT: 1710:231714:7). This Court is requested to take judicial notice of TrEx: B1.
i.

The Natrona Co Sheriff’s Office photos of the RACKS parking lot taken on
about 3:15 pm on October 5, 2013, AFTER the partial snow melt showing
additional glass shards are true and accurate. These photos do NOT
contain evidence that the parking lot had been plowed since the shooting
and events of October 3 – 4, 2013. (P/C Ex 27, 28, 29, 30).

j.

The Natrona Co Corner’s photos are accurate representations of the
entrance and exit wounds when the body had NOT been washed and
BEFORE the body was taken to Dr. Carver for autopsy. (P/C Ex 34, 35,
37, 38 (lower).

k. The autopsy photos are true and accurate representations of the body at
the time of Dr. Carver’s examination. (P/C Ex 33, 36, 38 (upper), 39).
l.

The testing by Mr. Norris of the WY Crime Lab of Mr. Knospler’s .45
Nighthawk (TrEx: 204) WITHOUT an intervening surface (e.g., tempered
glass) CORRECTLY found that shooting into a cloth swatch resulted in a:
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“clean bullet hole with visible lead wipe, . . .” and
that visible bullet wipe was present on Mr. Baldwin’s
T-shirt. (Emphasis added.)TT:1501:22-1503:16. 1506:161507:14). (P/C Ex. 46 at p. 8, 13-15)
31.

Law enforcement was aware that forensic evidence that would support the
theory that the .45 bullet traveled thru the Cobalt window was important in the
State’s prosecution of Mr. Knospler.
a. On Feb 11, 2014, Rodney Simmons of the WY Crime Lab emailed Inv.
Ellis that he was attempting to determine if the bullet went through the
glass or not. (P/C Ex: 49 at p. 7).
b. On April 17, 2014, Mr. Simmons advised Josh Stensaas by email that
“glass samples from the floorboard may have little value in terms of
assessing the particle population on the exterior surfaces is different from
those on the interior surfaces” because of the manner in which the
samples may have been packaged. (P/C Ex: 49 at p. 10)

The State’s false claim that the existence of “bullet wipe”
on Mr. Baldwin’s T-shirt was consistent with the bullet having traveled
thru the tempered glass window in contrast to the actual evidence
and scientific facts obtained from re-enactments
32.

DA Blonigen elicited from Mr. Norris FALSE testimony without the State
conducting ANY re-enactment recommended by Mr. Daily by shooting .45
Nighthawk (TrEx:204) thru tempered auto glass or citing to any authority that:
Q. (BY MR. BLONIGEN) By the way, we talked about
intervening target just a moment ago. Would bullet
wipe be present even if there was an intervening
target?
A. It very well could be. As the bullet is passing
through and going down range, there could very easily
be lead materials that are retained on the surface of
the bullet which could then be wiped off subsequently.
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Q. Because bullet wipe is caused by the entry of the
bullet itself?
A. Yes.
Q. This isn't the debris from the end of the gun?
A. Bullet wipe is material coming off of the bullet
directly and not additional material. (Emphasis
added). (TT:1549:19-1550:9)

33.

DA Blonigen in closing affirmatively argued that:
“How come for Mr. Norris's testimony we don't have any
pattern if there's no window in that? From everything
you heard, this guy is all the way in up to his arm.
He tests the shirt not just visually, he looked at it
chemically. And we know that that lead wipe and stuff
survived because the color tests show it. And we know
right here in the morgue that night, that that bullet
wipe he talks about is already present. Now, I guess
it just magically only erases some of the lead
deposits or some of the powder deposits. You saw at 24
inches there was a very pronounced pattern, although
it certainly wasn't as good at the lower distances.
All those things show that Mr. Baldwin didn't punch
that window out. He didn't haul up and punch that
thing out, . . .” (Emphasis added)(TT:1944:9-25)

34.

DA Blonigen’s statement is a variation of the logical fallacy “Post hoc ergo
propter hoc.” The EXISTENCE of bullet wipe at the morgue and autopsy
does NOT establish that the GSR bullet debris “survived” passing thru the
tempered glass window. If the rooster crows at sunrise, you cannot conclude
that the rooster caused the sunrise.

35.

The defense conducted five (5) re-enactment shoots thru T-shirts material
AFTER the bullet had passed through a tempered auto glass window. The
defense “captured” the .45 bullet in the re-enactment on November 28, 2018,
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and three of the re-enactments on January 5, 2019. In EVERY one of these
shoots the bullet was damaged and deformed. The following four photos
summarizes these findings. P/C 92, 103, 107, 111)
Bullet - 11-28-18

Bullet – 1-5-19
1st shoot

Bullet – 1-5-19
2nd shoot

Bullet – 1-5-19
3rd shoot

In some, but not all of the four defense shoots thru Cobalt windows where the bullet was captured, there was
sufficient damage to expose part of the lead core to the bullet. However, ALL bullets were damaged and deformed.
The fibers on the three bullet to the right are cotton from the battens used to capture the bullet.

36.

In NONE of these re-enactments involving intervening glass was there bullet
wipe on the entrance hole. In EVERY case there was a jagged entry hole in
contrast to the “clean” circular hole found in Baldwin’s T-shirt. See, P/C Ex:
34, 35, 36, 46 at p. 13, 68, 88, 89, 91, 92, 100, 106, 109).

T-shirt - 11-28-18

T-shirt – 1-5-19
1st shoot

T-shirt – 1-5-19
2nd shoot

T-shirt – 1-5-19
3rd shoot

The jagged and irregular entrance hole on the T-shirt would be consistent with a bullet that was damaged and
knocked off its axis of flight down range. However, the entrance hole in Mr. Baldwin's T-shirt was clean and round,
and indicating the bullet was not damaged or off axis. This would mean it did NOT pass thru the tempered glass
window as claimed by the State. The window had to be gone as a result of the actions of Mr. Baldwin.
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37.

When the T-shirt was positioned within 12” to 21” of the window, such as the
2nd and 3rd shoots on 1-5-19, there would also be damage caused as a result
of secondary glass projectiles striking the fabric. (P/C Ex: 89, 91, 105, 109)

38.

The defense also conducted three shoots on 1-5-19, with no glass between
the .45 Nighthawk and the T-shirt. (P/C Ex: 113, 114, 120, 122)
Baldwin’s T-shirt at
Autopsy

Shoot 1-5-19
1st – no glass

Shoot 1-5-19
2nd – no glass

All of the defense re-enactments shooting a .45 into a T-shirt WITHOUT intervening glass created the same
circular hole with clearly visible bullet wipe around the entrance hole.

39.

BOTTOM LINE: When a .45 bullet travels thru a tempered auto glass window
from the inside-out, the unburnt powder and vaporized lead on the surface of
the bullet will be wiped/scrapped off and will NOT be deposited on secondary
target (T-shirt) as “wipe”. The existence of bullet wipe on Mr. Baldwin’s Tshirt establishes as an undisputable scientific fact that there was no
intervening glass between the muzzle and the T-shirt. The window was
missing because of the actions by Mr. Baldwin. The State is at liberty to
conduct their own re-enactment to prove otherwise.
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State’s false claim and testimony that a bullet fired from
the inside/out would result in small squares and the
distribution of glass within the vehicle
consistent with a bullet shot from the inside/out
(Mr. Norris’ counter-intuitive representation).

40.

DA Blonigen asserted in his opening that the glass shattered into “little
squares” AFTER being shot by Mr. Knospler, stating:
“At the scene, we'll find about two shovels full of
glass on the ground outside. But there's more
glass inside, most of it along the driver's seat,
you know, right inside the driver's seat, like it
just collapsed inward. And if you're familiar with
automobile glass and how it breaks into these tiny
squares, it often comes out in bigger pieces then
breaks into those little squares. And you'll see
that's exactly what's going on here when you see the
photographs as well.” (Emphasis added) (TT:197:18198:3)
“You're going to hear about lots of this car and
this glass. And as I said, there's some glass on the
outside, substantial amount; there's quite a bit on
the inside, too, though. You're going to hear about
lots of this car and this glass. And as I said,
there's some glass on the outside, substantial amount;
there's quite a bit on the inside, too, though.
Automobile glass, if you're familiar with it, it comes
out in these cubes. And it will kind of break into a
sheet first, and then you got to break it more to
break it into the little pieces. (Emphasis
added)(TT:203:14-21)
“H]e (Mr. Baldwin) was shot through the car window.
Every single piece of evidence points to that. It's
contained in the initial investigation.” (Emphasis
added) (TT:210:1-3)

41.

While DA Blonigen did not specifically address the distribution issue within the
Chevy Cobalt, Atty Low accurately stated in his opening that:
“You see, they found virtually all of the glass, if
you say most of the glass, inside the car; right? . .
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. they found some of the glass from the driver's door
window not only in the driver's seat, remember, it was
all the way over in the passenger's seat, a good
amount. I don't mean one or two crumbs. This glass
traveled so far, it actually ended up in the
passenger's side door pocket. It's all across the
windshield -- I'm sorry, the windshield -- the dash,
you know, the dash, that you got the gauges here and
stuff and you got the -- the dash, you got the
windshield there, it's all over there. It's in the
backseat on both sides.
And so think about it. If he got shot through the
window, how would that glass get all over the car like
that?” (Emphasis added) (TT:217:3-22)
42.

Mr. Norris of the WY Crime Lab testified in support of the State’s theory that a
bullet striking a tempered glass window (such as in Mr. Knospler’s 2008
Chevy Cobalt) would cause the window to react as represented by DA
Blonigen, as follows:
“Tempered glass, which is in vehicles, is often
referred to as safety glass because of how it breaks.
And when it breaks, it will immediately fracture into
hundreds, maybe thousands of very small square and
rectangular shaped pieces, so these have somewhat dull
edges.” (Emphasis added.) (TT:1560:6-11)
“When these windows are struck by a bullet, as soon
as the bullet perforates the window, instantly it's
going to fracture and break into all these very small,
square, rectangular shaped piece. That's often -- in
the industry, that’s often referred to as dicing, the
window dices. And so but it may or may not, at that
point, behave like you would expect a window to
behave.” (Emphasis added.)(TT:1560:20-25)

43.

DA Blonigen addressed this distribution of glass problem for the State by
eliciting from Mr. Norris the following expert testimony:
“You might have seen from movies or whatever, you
know, the glass being blown out or whatever. As the
bullet perforates the window, the force is very
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concentrated. It's right there about -- the amount of
surface area about as big as a.45-caliber bullet in
this case.
So you'll have a little bit of glass flying
outwards right where the bullet is, but then what
happens to the window, it could be anybody’s guess.
I mean, I've shot these windows where they've remained
hung into the frame so they’re completely broken,
shattered; but they’re hanging in the window frame.
They haven’t dropped. And these are very fragile at
this point. And if I were to approach one of these at
a crime scene, what I would try to do would be to try
to use tape and very, very carefully tape the glass in
place so to preserve the bullet holes that may or may
not be there.(Emphasis added.)(TT:1561:3-21)
“But I've seen it to where you just walk up and
touch it and gravity will just take effect, and you'll
have the whole window just drop. If the vehicle were
moved in some manner -- And it's not uncommon that
even in the literature, it's been published that often
times glass struck by high velocity bullets will
behave somewhat counterintuitively, and they actually
break inward towards the direction of the gunshot. And
that's -- that's been documented in the literature,
and that is something that I've been trained to look
for as well. (Emphasis added.) (TT:1561:22-1562:8)
“In speaking with the investigators in the case, I
came to understand that there was a large amount of
glass deposited on the inside of the vehicle and some
glass deposited on the outside. I was asked whether or
not anything could be determined from this, and my
answer was that I really don't place a whole lot of
evidentiary value on the location of the glass at all
simply because there's just so many ways that it could
have happened. The glass could have remained hanging
in the window and then perhaps later subsequently when
the vehicle was driven and turned or maybe it hit a
curb or anything, that glass could have been then
knocked loose. The glass could have been knocked loose
right at the -- right at -- in the location of the
incident. It just -- there's just so many different
ways that that glass could have been displaced that I
just don't feel that the location of the glass is a
very strong indication of the actual event sequences
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that could have happened. (Emphasis added.)
(TT:1562:20-1563:16).
“[F]irst being that when the bullet goes through,
the bullet goes through, and then the glass will just
react to the force of gravity, and you'll see it just
drop. And this has nothing to do with the direction of
the bullet or anything else. It’s just that the glass
is now suddenly diced or fractured. And at that point,
gravity just takes a hold and it just drops. The
second -- and this is still fairly common, would be
that the bullet passes through and the glass remains
hanging, fully fractured, but hanging in the frame.
And then -- and then it can be, you know, sometimes
even just the wind or just gravity, just whatever; and
you'll see it drop at some point whenever it's acted
on by some sort of outside force. (Emphasis added.)
(TT:1563:25-1564:16)
44.

It was essential for the State to embrace the small “square” glass theory of
fracture because this would “match” the glass evidence collected at RACKS
and photographed (but not collected) within Mr. Knospler’s Chevy Cobalt on
October 4, 2013. (P/C Ex: 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30) This was a continuation
of the logical fallacy “Post hoc ergo propter hoc” discussed ante at ¶ 32.

45.

The glass collected with the shovel at RACKS (TrEx: 322, 323) and inside the
2008 Chevy Cobalt seized by law enforcement was exclusively composed of
these small “squares” as shown by P/C Ex: 53 (TrEx: B1).
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46.

It was undisputed during the pre-trial investigation and trial that at the time of
the stop of Mr. Knospler’s vehicle on October 4, 2013 shortly after 12:20 am
that there were extensive small squares of broken glass on the dash,
speedometer tunnel, center console, front passenger side floor, and
passenger side door. (See, P/C exhibits 20, 21, 22, 26)

47.

DA Blonigen during his closing argument characterized the distribution of
glass by specifically citing to Mr. Norris’ testimony as follows:
“Mr. Daily and Mr. Norris and everybody agrees that
once that glass is shattered, it has no strength. It's
going to go wherever. And Mr. Norris told you when
they did the test firing, the poorest indicator of
direction of force was where the glass was.
Now, in fact, if you take Mr. Daily's theory that
somehow where the glass is is related to him punching
out this window, let's look again at some of the
things he saw. Did you notice the window when the big
fellow punched it out in the film yesterday, it didn't
go poof? It came out in fairly big pieces. And you can
see it in these photographs, there's fairly big
pieces. In fact, if he -- if James Baldwin is punching
out the right side of that window, why does a bunch of
glass end up on the dash? It doesn't make a lick of
sense.” (Emphasis added) (TT:1935:8-35)

48.

When Mr. Knopsler’s Cobalt was released to the defense in July 2017, there
was still broken glass located in the driver’s compartment that had not been
collected by the State. [NOTE: It appears that the floor mat had been
removed from the vehicle.]

49.

On September 9, 2017, the defense collected the fractured glass based upon
the location within the Chevy Cobalt (front, back, console, dash, etc). This
glass was individually bagged, tagged, and weighed and available for further
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examination. The defense took multiple photos of the interior prior to any
shoot re-enactments and there were no long narrow shards.
50.

If the State’s alternative theory was that the glass was “hung up” in the
window AFTER the bullet passed thru the window and the fatally wounded
Mr. Baldwin was THEN able to knock the hanging glass into the driver’s
compartment to replicate the glass found on the dash and passenger side,
any hanging long narrow shards would be located INSIDE the vehicle. The
actual evidence does not support this alternative theory since no long narrow
shards have ever been found or photographed within the compartment.

51.

In order to prove or disprove the State’s theory regarding the distribution of
the glass, the defense conducted a total of ten (10) re-enactments on
September 9, 2017, November 4, 2017, November 28, 2018, and January 5,
2019, using Chevy COBALT replacement and OME glass with a .45 caliber
FMJ .230 grain bullet fired thru the window’s inside (CONCAVE) surface.
These re-enactments were documented by video, pre- and post - shoot
photographs, and collection of the glass fractured by the bullet. See, Photos
at P/C Ex: 65, 66, 67,68, 69, 73, 74, 85, 86,87, 99, 102,104, 108, Videos
(including slo-mo) at PC Ex: 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 70, 71, 72, 81, 93, 94, 95.

52.

The defense learned serendipitously that in every single case, these reenactments resulted in long narrow shards (approx. 2 ½ to 4 ½ inches)
radiating around the point of bullet impact. (P/C Ex: 67, 69, 74, 82, 103)
A significant amount of these long narrow shards was expelled outward and
away from the vehicle. In many cases, some of the long narrow shards were
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still hanging in the window. (See, P/C Ex 67, 74, 86, 87, 99, 104, 108. See
also, slo-mo portions of videos P/C 60 – 64, 70-72, 81, 83-95).
53.

The defense conducted two window breaks using an 8 lb to 9 lb rounded
mallet at the end of a 72 to 70” pendulum. The impact was directed to
approximately 4-8 inches above the sill and to the right of the driver’s side
mirror. One of the purposes of these re-enactments was to determine the
INTERNAL distribution of glass within the driver’s compartment.

54.

The effect of gravity causes the mallet to travel at approx. 12 fps at time of
impact. This speed is well within the range of a punch by an average person.
See, https://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/5538765e-e7f299df-393e0a0cd7821157/

55.

The defense re-enactments of this blunt force outside/in break resulted in
exactly the same small square cubes as found at the RACKS’ crime scene
and inside the Chevy Cobalt. (P/C Ex: 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, Videos P/C 81,
123). When the blunt force impact is directed the right of the mirror, the
distribution of the fractured small squares (cubes) of glass within the driver’s
compartment was exactly the same as found in Mr. Knospler’s Chevy Cobalt
when seized by law enforcement. See comparisons in P/C Ex 126 (dash),
127 (center console), and 128 (passenger side floor).

56.

A brief summary of the findings is documented in the following photographs.
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Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash at time of stop on 10-4-13 at approx. 12:20 pm

Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash during search at NaCo SO garage on 10-4-13

Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash during NaCo SO search on 10-10-13
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Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash on 9-9-17 as received upon release by State.

Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt interior on 9-9-17 pre-shoot #1 (after clean-up)

Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash on 9-9-17 after 1st shoot
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Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash on 9-9-17 after 2nd shoot

Photo of 2008 Chevy Cobalt dash on 9-9-17 after 3rd shoot
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2008 Cobalt dash after blunt force break on 11-28-18
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57.

The defense re-enactments of inside-out glass shoots thru the CONCAVE
side found that the EXTERNAL distribution was essentially confined to a 2 ½’
by 2 ½’ square next to the driver’s side door. For example, the following
photo of the 2nd shoot on November 4, 2017 was typical. The distribution
AWAY from the vehicle would be less if the glass was projected outward and
stopped by Mr. Baldwin’s body as theorized by the State. There would NOT
be glass at a distance greater that 3 or 4 feet from the door under any
circumstances.

This was the typical external glass
distribution when the .45 bullet
went thru the CONCAVE (interior)
side of the Cobalt window. All of
the slo-mo videos show the glass
initially is projected outward away
from the vehicle, then drops under
the influence of gravity. Nothing
about this is counter intuitive or
contrary to Newton's Laws of
Motion.

58.

The defense re-enactment of the blunt force administer to the outside on
January 5, 2019, suggests that there “may” be a partial counter-intuitive
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distribution AWAY from the vehicle to the right of the blunt force. See, P/C
Ex; 124, (video 123). This effect may be based upon the transfer of force thru
the curved tempered glass and additional “stretch” would be resisted by the
window frame. This phenomenon would explain the wide distribution of glass
photographed at the RACKS parking lot on October 5, 2013. (P/C Ex; 29-30)

59.

BOTTOM LINE: It is a proven and established forensic fact that a bullet fired
from a .45 pistol into the CONCAVE (interior) side of tempered auto glass will
produce long narrow glass shards around the point of impact. The glass does
NOT react “counter-intuitively” and will be projected outward, while some of
the glass will drop down under the force of gravity. The same tempered auto
glass subjected to blunt force into the CONCAVE (exterior) side will result in
small square pieces of glass. A significant amount of broken glass will be
projecting into the driver’s compartment. The actual crime scene glass in this
case was all small squares and no long narrow shards.
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The State’s false claim that the ejection malfunction and
magazine drop was the result of “limp wristing”
60.

DA Blonigen affirmatively stated in opening that:
“This weapon, as we'll hear about it, is also a very
well functioning weapon. But it often jams if it's,
what they call, limp wristed. And that just means it's
not held in a steady enough position either because
awkward angle or a loose grip on the gun, and it jams.
It doesn't cycle the cartridge out. The cartridge gets
jammed in here. And that's what happened in this
case.” (TT:201:24-202:6)

61.

The .45 Nighthawk had a unique “jam” and severe crimp damage to the top of
the spent cartridge AND a 1” drop in the magazine from the magazine well.
Note "crimp" to
top of spent
cartridge that
must have taken
place BEFORE
the "stove pipe"
position shown
here. There was
no "misfeed"
below this jam,
meaning the
magazine
dropped BEFORE
the stovepipe.

1" magazine
drop

62.

The crimp had to have been created by the impact from the hood of the barrel
and then the damaged cartridge slipped into a vertical position preventing the
completion of the recycle process. This malfunction position is commonly
referred to as a “stovepipe” and can have multiple causes. In addition to
defects in the firearm and/or magazine, this type of ejection malfunction in a
properly functioning firearm can be the result of “limp wristing” in which the
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shooter does not have a firm grip on the firearm or through an external
obstruction of the discharge port.
63.

Significant to an understanding of this case, the .45 Nighthawk had no
secondary “jam” where a live round from the magazine was improperly forced
into the breech during the recycle process. In fact, the firearm magazine had
dropped approximately 1”, but was still located within the magazine well. This
condition of the firearm indicates that the magazine dropped BEFORE the
firearm was discharged and not AFTER. Therefore, there was no “live” round
in position to cause the secondary “jam.” (P/C Ex:22, 48)

64.

Mr. Norris testified that he repeatedly test fired the .45 Nighthawk at the
Wyoming Crime Lab. He experienced no mechanical malfunctions and the
firearm was in proper operating order. He did not experience any repeat of
the “stove pipe” jam, the 1” magazine drop with the .45 Nighthawk, nor
anything remotely similar what was found by law enforcement.

65.

While seated in the Chevy
Cobalt and shooting to his
right, Mr. Knospler would
have naturally been in a
“strong” shooting position.

66.

Mr. Knospler could have been holding the .45 Nighthawk in
any configuration other than what is shown in this photo,

In order to deliberately “limp wrist” a 1911 model .45 to create a “stove pipe”
malfunction, the reload recoil action must be out-of-line with the shooter’s
elbow. See, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsewsolPyBU (Attempts to
limp wrist 1911 semi-automatic pistols). This weak position essentially
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“wastes” the recoil energy and the spent round will not consistently be ejected
properly and may “stove pipe.”

67.

BOTTOM LINE: The “weak” firing position shown above is not physically
possible for someone sitting in the driver’s seat AND still to shoot out the
driver’s side window. This position would result in the bullet striking the dash
or front window. Given the fact that re-enactments of the window shoots as
set forth ante, establish that the window was gone at the time the .45 firearm
discharged, the cause of the stovepipe “jam” and magazine drop was most
likely the result of the external
obstruction by Mr. Baldwin in grabbing
the firearm (absent a mechanical
malfunction unique to Mr. Knospler’s
1911 Army .45 Nighthawk).
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The State use of misleading GSR testing to make a
“distance” estimation/intervening surface opinion
that did NOT involve the actual circumstance of the
handling of Mr. Baldwin’s T-shirt.

68.

Mr. Norris of the Wyoming Crime Lab testified on direct examination without
objection that he used gunshot residue testing to determine the “distance”
from the firearm to Mr. Baldwin’s T-shirt or the existence of an intervening
object (window) as follows:
“The Modified Griess Test is the test where I look
for the --the gunpowder particles. And when I tested
the garment [Mr. Baldwin’s T-shirt] using the Modified
Griess Test for nitrites, I found very minimal or
close to none.” (TT:1543:25-1544:7)
“And so my final, you know, my -- my results would
be that the evidence, the bullet hole on the evidence
was created by a firearm at a distance greater than
from which these residues would be deposited because I
didn't see any residues. So my conclusion is that,
well, it either was fired from a distance, you know,
greater than that approximate arm's length or a
distance greater from which you would expect to see
gunshot residues deposited; or else there could have
been an intervening object. Again, those residues
being deposited on the intervening object, the first
surface they come into contact to.”
(TT:1958:11-24)

69.

It must be noted that the sodium rhodizonate test performed by Mr. Norris
was for lead. Vaporized lead is NOT water soluble and was found in a circle
around the entrance hole on the T-shirt. The second test, Modified Griess
Test, is for spent gunpowder, i.e., nitrites. Nitrites ARE water soluble. The
FBI issued a bulletin on “The Current Status of GSR Examinations” stating
that:
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Gunshot residue particles can be removed easily from the surfaces
they land on. Regular activities, such as putting hands in pockets,
rubbing hands together, or handling items, can wipe them away.
The washing of hands can remove most, if not all, particles. Rates
of loss vary widely with the activity of the subject. Depending on
conditions and activity, particles may be removed from a shooter’s
hands within 4 to 5 hours after a shooting event. (Emphasis added.)
70.

The FBI cited to articles in support of this finding, to wit, J.W. Kilty, “Activity
After Shooting and Its Effect on the Retention of Primer Residue,” Journal of
Forensic Sciences 20, no. 2 (April 1975), and Calloway, Jones, Loper,
Nesbitt, and Wolten, 49-51; and D.L Exline and A.J. Schwoeble, Current
Methods in Forensic Gunshot Residue Analysis (New York, NY: CRC Press,
2000).

71.

Mr. Norris was unaware of the unusual environmental factors associated with
the crime scene, including that the T-shirt he examined to make his “distance”
estimation had been soaked in blood and water, rolled up around Mr.
Baldwin’s neck, frozen, thawed, and removed three days later at the autopsy.

Mr. Norris did not review ANY
of the crime scene photos,
but relied upon
representations of crime
scene issues told to him by
investigators and DA
Blonigan. Since his "opinion"
on the distance determination
was based on the lack of
significant amount of GSR on
Mr. Baldwin's T-shirt, his
analysis was seriously flawed
since as shown by the photo
at RACKS, under Locard's
Transfer Principle the GSR
would have been remove,
relocated, washed out, and
subject a a number of
environmental factors unique
to this case.
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72.

Mr. Norris’ testimony was materially misleading and unreliable, unless
supported by actual experiments using the .45 Nighthawk firing a 230 grain
slug directly at a similar T-shirt, perhaps place over a ballistic gel block,
soaked in blood and water, pushed and rolled up (Locard’s principle of
transference of trace evidence), frozen for approximately 8 hours, thawed,
examined at the morgue, and then removed from the body on October 6,
2013 during the autopsy.

73.

BOTTOM LINE: Distance estimates based upon a “lack of nitrite particles
(burnt gunpowder)” must consider if there are any other factors that might
have removed the trace evidence. This can include exposure to water when
looking for nitrites, rolling the fabric which would transfer trace evidence to
other locations, freeze/thaw exposure that would break up larger particles.
The testing as conducted by Mr. Norris did not incorporate ANY of the specific
factors associated with this prosecution.

Trial counsel’s decision to call a character witness
after having specific incidents of misconduct
by Mr. Knospler excluded from the State’s case.
74.

The district court ruled pre-trial that specific instances of Mr. Knospler’s
military record showing various types of misconduct could not be offered by
the State during its case in chief.

75.

Trial counsel knew, or should have known, that W.R.E. 405 is identical to the
Federal Rule of Evidence 405 and provides that:

In all cases in which evidence of character or a trait of character of a
person is admissible, proof may be made by testimony as to reputation
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or by testimony in the form of an opinion. On cross-examination,
inquiry is allowable into relevant specific instances of conduct.
(Emphasis added.)
76.

Trial counsel presented testimony from Scott Lehman, former Recon Marine
who had served with Mr. Knospler and testified:
John was just always known as having --as always being
calm under pressure. He was somebody that didn't seek
the spotlight but just got the job done. He was
somebody that did all of the necessary work to help
the team. (TT:1831:11-15)
[I]t was his reputation in the team, was he showed an
enormous amount of professionalism, of judgment, of
control, and of tact while operating as a Recon
Marine. (TT:1833:3-7)

77.

Following this testimony, there was a hearing outside the presence of the jury
regarding scope of cross-examination by the State. The prosecutor was
aware of the Wyoming law and made specific reference to McDowell v State
[318 P.3rd 352 (Wyo 2014)] and Taul v. State [862 P2d 649 (Wyo 1993)].

78.

By presenting this “character” evidence, trial counsel “opened the door” and
allowed cross-examination of Mr. Lehman on numerous specific incidents that
had been ordered excluded under W.R.E. 404 through the motion in limine.

79.

The district court ruled that there could be cross-examination on specific
incidents of military discipline, although the Oceanside assault was excluded.

80.

BOTTOM LINE: There was no reasonable trial strategy that after successfully
excluding prejudicial evidence under W.R.E. 404 and 403 through a motionin-limine, the defense would then turn around and allow the same prejudicial
evidence to come in through W.R.E. 405.
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RACKS’ witness testimony ref: their state of mind regarding Mr. Knospler
"Relevant evidence" means evidence having any tendency to make the existence
of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or
less probable than it would be without the evidence. W.R.E. 401
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the
jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence. W.R.E. 403

81.

In addition to the Wyoming Rules of Evidence cited above, which are
essentially identical to the Federal Rules of Evidence, trial counsel knew, or
should have known, that under Wyoming law the following legal principles
applied to the trial of criminal cases:
a. The state of mind of a mere witness is generally not relevant to any issue
in a murder case. Schmunk v. State, 714 P.2d 724 (Wyo 1986).
b. Error may not be predicated upon a ruling which admits or excludes
evidence unless a substantial right of the party is affected, and . . . .In
case the ruling is one admitting evidence, a timely objection or motion to
strike appears of record, stating the specific ground of objection, if the
specific ground was not apparent from the context. . . . W.R.E. 103. See,
Lee v. State, 556 P.2d 217 (Wyo 1976); Martinez v. State, 511 P.2d 105
(Wyo 1973).
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82.

The trial testimony from individuals associate with RACKS in which trial
counsel made NO CONTEMPORANEOUS OBJECTION or motion to strike
based on W.R.E. 401 and 403 were as follows:
a. SONNY PILCHER, the owner of RACKS at the time of the shooting on
October 4, 2013, testified on direct examination that:
“I noticed a small car parked on the east end of
the parking lot with a gentleman outside in the rain
without his shirt on dancing in the rain.”
(TT:408:7-10)
“He was just -- had his shirt off looking at the
sky, dancing around like he was doing an Indian rain
dance or something.” (TT:409:7-10)
“Well, I kind of hung out in the area a little
bit. I parked my trailer on the side, on the east
side of the building. And so I kind of parked to
watch him. And he kind of did his little dance over
to the parking barrier in front of the building that
was in the other picture.” (TT:409:13-18)
“And he tried to walk on that parking barrier
from the east end of the building to the front door,
and he continually fell off of it.” (TT:409:20-21)
“Well, I -- I sat there, and he continued to the
front door and opened the front door, kind of, you
know, opened it and kind of looked around the corner
like he was looking in the door from -- and didn't
want anybody to kind of see that he was opening the
door and looking.” (TT:410-20-25)
“Well, then I'm thinking, you know, this guy is
about to rob us. So I took my pickup and drove to
the end of the -- the other end of the parking lot
where he was parked now as quickly as I could and
pinned his car door shut with my truck and asked him
what the hell he was doing.” (TT:412:10-15)
“Well, I just said, Well, what the hell are you
doing? I saw you look in the door there like you
were, you know, trying to figure out how to get in
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and out or kind of do it quickly, kind of like
casing the joint, I guess is the word I'd use. And
he gave me some kind of excuse that he was trying to
figure out where he had to park over on the west end
of the parking lot that he could see the corner
barstool from his car.” (TT:412:21-413:4)
“I made some comment about, Well, I sure as hell
hope you're not robbing me. Q. Uh-huh. And what did
he say? A. Oh no, no.” (TT:413:20-23)
“Well, I kind of pulled around to the front of
the building, you know, perpendicular to the
building, out close to the front. And that's when he
got out and walked over in front of the Racks sign,
and he was taking pictures with his telephone.”
(TT:414:4-9)
“I called Ashlee Logan and said, Something weird
is going on here, you know, don't forget that that
button -- that the sheriff's department will be here
in a minute if you poke that button because I kind
of have a funny feeling about this guy's goanna rob
you.” (TT:414:17-22)
“Q. Did you talk to anybody other than Ashlee
Logan that night inside the bar about this fella,
any of your employees? A. I called several times
asking what was going on.” (TT:416:3-7)
“Early on in the night, it -- you know, he was
kind of sitting in front of the stage, and it
appeared as if he was talking to himself.”
(TT:416:13-15)
b. ASHLEE LOGAN, one of the bartenders at RACKS at the time of the
shooting on October 4, 2013, testified on direct examination that:
“He [John Knospler] entered the bar about a
little over an hour after I opened and came in and
sat at the far side from the door, which is pretty - just not very regular at that time of day when
there's nobody in there. And came in and sat down.
And I had served him one drink at that point. It was
happy hour, which is two for one. And his demeanor
just didn't really rub me the right way, and he was
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kind of -- he was all by himself, and he was sitting
there and kind of mumbling under his -- to himself
and couldn't really make out anything that he was
saying.” (TT:477:4-15)
“And then he asked for a drink, and I only gave
him one as opposed to the two because he just -- I
just was unsure. He just didn't – I just wasn't sure
at that point and didn't engage in conversation.
Gave him his drink and then went over to my other
patrons that were in the bar. He sat over there for
a while.” (TT:477:16-22)
“And there -- there's two doors that go into the
back of the bar, and one of them was on his side.
And you can lock both those doors so that from the
bar side, you can't get back there. And I had locked
the door that was over on his side so that I knew
that nothing could happen that maybe I wouldn't see
and so I would feel a little bit safer about that.
Had asked one of my regulars not to leave until my
bouncer had showed up for his shift so that I wasn't
in the facility alone with him [John Knospler].”
(TT:477:23-478:8)
“He [John Knospler] kind of -- it was -- he gave
me the creeps. He just -- he, like, mumbled under
his breath. And sometimes he was kind of chuckling.
And, like, at one point, he sat with his back to the
bar and faced, like, the stage; but there was no -no -- nobody was out there. It was before the
dancers go up.” (TT:479:4-10)
“And at one point – he [John Knospler] went in
and out of the bar. And at one point, I had gotten a
phone call from Sonny asking me about somebody in
the parking lot. And the weather had been bad. And
after I got off the phone call, I opened the door,
and there's the parking rails that are right in
front of the bar; and he was, like, like, walking on
it, like, balancing on the rail. And I just looked
out the door, and he had looked at me and said
something about moving his car. And I went back in
the building just because I didn't want to be
outside of the building just with him and I, so.”
(TT:479:11-23)
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“He [Mr. Knospler] sat in -- he sat in a
different spot. Like, when he started, he sat at the
very far, he came out, came back in, sat at the
front of the bar and had faced out into the bar. Way
later on in the night, he had sat at the side
closest to the door. So he -- he moved. He didn't
just stay in one spot all night.” (TT:481:3-9)
c. ERWIN ANDUJAR, one of the bouncers at RACKS at the time of the
shooting on October 4, 2013, testified that:
“He walk outside, he walk several times outside,
in and out.” (TT:747:13-14)
“I asked him if he leaving one time. And he say,
You giving away my position. And I kind of wondered
why he say that to me.” (TT:748:7-9)
“I ask him, Are you leaving? And he say several
time, You giving away my position.” (TT:748:23-25)
“Q. And did that seem out of the ordinary, that
comment to you, you're giving away my position? A. I
wondering why he say that. I sort of keep my eyes,
you know. That made me uncomfortable.” (TT:749:712)
“Q. Okay. Now, did you talk to him a second time
that evening? A. Yeah. I asked him again if you
leaving, you know, you have to stay in or out, you
know, because you keep going in and out. Q. All
right. A. And that make me more uncomfortable
still.” (TT:749:13-20)
“That's when I told him he need to leave. Q. All
right. A. I kick him out because he give me a reason
to kick him out.” (TT:750:20-23)
“Q. All right. Could you describe to the ladies
and gentlemen of the jury what he [John Knospler]
dropped, what it looked like to you? A. Yeah. I
asked him what it was, and he tell me it was a
joint of marijuana.
THE COURT: Counsel, let me ask the Defense. We
haven't directly addressed this, but the other
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acts instruction, would you want the Court to
give that at this time? MR. LOW: Your Honor,
you can give that when you think it's most
appropriate. [Admonition given without
objection from trial counsel reference alcohol
and drug use by defendant.]
Q. Mr. Andujar, we'd left off with he [Mr.
Knospler] told you it was a marijuana joint? A. Yes.
Q. What did you tell him about that? A. He say it's
not allowed -- I told him it’s not allowed in here,
he need to leave.” (TT:751:20-755:8)
“Well, you know, you cannot just grab a person
and just throw them out, you know. If sometime if he
did -- you have to let him finishes drink; sometime
let him finish his drink if they not do nothing
physical, if they really calm about it.” (TT:755:1929)
“He tell me, I going to finish my drink and I
leave. Q. All right. And is that what he did? A.
Yeah. Soon he finish his drink, he left.”
(TT:756:2-5)
“Yeah, made me uncomfortable. Q. What was the
defendant saying then? A. He say he used to go to
different country and shoot people and stuff like
that, so I got really uncomfortable.” (TT:756:9-13)
“A. Yeah. I know -- I say, You know what, I don’t
want to hear it, whatever is in the past, you keep
that stuff, and he told me he going to tell me
anyway. So I say, I don't want to hear it, and I get
up and walk away.” (TT:759:15-22)
d. CHRYSTAL MIZE, one of the strippers at RACKS at the time of the
shooting on October 4, 2013, testified that:
Q. When you arrived at work, did anybody catch
your attention? A. I call him "cheeser."
(TT:1009:22-25)
Q. And you had a nickname for him? A.
"Cheeser."Q. Why is that? A. Because he had a creepy
smile.” (TT:1010:18-21)
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“Our regular, Bob, who was sitting next to me,
was talking about the run that he had just made in his
truck. And he was talking about particular mountain
range that goes a different direction than most. And
he -- Knospler started arguing with him about it and
how he knows that mountain range better and it doesn't
go that way. It was -- it was an odd argument, but I
just kind of –“ (TT:1012:19-1013:2)
“Q. How would you describe that [level of
impairment]? A. He seemed a little bit drunk, but he
also seemed just off, like.” (TT:1013:17-18)
“Sometimes he'd have on a hat, sometimes he’d
have different clothes on, sometimes he’d have his
coat, and one time he was just carrying his coat, and
sometimes he wouldn't have it.” (TT:1014:7-10)
“Q. Did his demeanor ever change when you were
talking with him? A. Yes. Q. How so? A. When I first
approached him when he was sitting by himself, he was
impressed because I had noticed that he was sitting by
himself on his phone. And then he was -- he was just
kind of talking casual, and then he would flip back
and forth between casual and calm to agitated and
angry.” (TT:1014:13-23)
“Q. All right. Now, the second time you spoke
with him, did that conversation make you
uncomfortable? A. Yes. Q. Why so? A. A couple reasons.
One, he asked me if he could buy me a drink. I told
him no, I don’t drink past 9:00. And then he asked me
if I knew where to get any cocaine, and I told him I - I don’t know, I don't do that, and I don't hang out
with people who do that.” (TT:1015:9-19)
“Q. How did he respond when you told him you
don’t do cocaine? A. He seemed very, like, astonished.
He seemed surprised that I wouldn't -- I told him you
can’t raise kids, you can't take care of kids if
you’re all coked out. And he was -- went into an
explanation of, you know, you've got to find that nice
balance, you know, where you can still handle your
responsibilities and be high at the same time. He said
it's a beautiful place to be.” (TT:1015:20-1016:4)
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“Q. All right. And that made you uncomfortable?
A. Well, that and when he -- when he said that he -that it didn't matter to him if someone gets in his
way, he'll -- he'll take care of them, he’ll shoot
them, he'll stomp their face in the ground, stomp
their face in the concrete, it doesn’t matter to him.”
(TT:1016:5-12)
“A. It was more of a general statement. And it
was kind of out of the blue, so it was really
uncomfortable.” (TT:1016:14-16)
“Q. All right. In the comment about killing folks
and stomping them or shooting them, what --what part
in the evening -- and I know time probably doesn't
mean a lot to you -- would you say that occurred? A. I
honestly don't know. I mean, it was before -- before
Kade and them came in, I think. It was still pretty
slow.” (TT:1018:2-9)
“Were there any other comments you heard from the
defendant that evening? A. I just -- it was really
strange that he -- I asked him, you know, what his
name was, where he comes from. And he's, like, Well, I
don’t give any -- any kind of information about who I
am or where I come from or where I'm going or anything
like that. He talked a lot about all of his women all
over the country.” (TT:1019:16-25)
“Did you ever ask him what he did for a living?
A. I did. He wouldn't tell me anything. He said he
doesn't form attachments and stuff like that, . . .”
(TT:1020:1-5)

83.

The sole issue in this trial was the interactions between Mr. Knospler and Mr.
Baldwin that resulted in the fatal encounter shortly after midnight. This could
have included before October 3, 2013, and there were none. However,
whether Sonny Pilger “thought” he might be “robbed” (but wasn’t), Ashley
Logan “thought” his “demeanor” didn’t “strike her the right way” because he
“mumbled” and gave her the “creeps,” Ervin Andujar felt “uncomfortable,” and
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Chrystal Mize called him a “cheeser” because he had a “creepy smile” that
made her “uncomfortable” had absolutely nothing to do with the 2 minutes
and 22 seconds when Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Knospler were in the RACKS
parking lot.
84.

Trial counsel failed to object to any of this testimony under W.R.E. 401 and
W.R.E. 403 and failed to preserve the objection for lack of relevancy and
undue prejudice of such testimony in the event of an appeal.

The jury instructions were erroneous because
the State’s false and misleading evidence incorrectly
suggested that Mr. Baldwin might not have been
the first aggressor when the opposite was factually true
85.

At the formal jury conference prior to presentation of closing arguments, the
district court stated as follows:
“And finally, I absolutely struggled with Drennen
versus State, paragraphs 32 and 39, and how to
instruct. And I came up with instructions number 27,
28, and 29, which basically adopted the format
proposed by the State. I adopted the language of the
definition of aggressor directly from the language of
the Drennen decision, and I structured it the way
proposed by the State. I still have some real concern
about using that approach, but I think it's better
than anything I could come up with; and so I decided
to give those three instructions relative to the
Drennen versus State requirements.” (TT at 1916:12-24)

86.

On behalf of Mr. Knospler, Atty Newcomb objected to the Instruction 27, but
did not object to Instruction 28 and 29. (TT:1919:23-25) Jury Instruction 28
was identical to the disapproved language from Drennen v. State, 311 P.3d
116 (Wyo. 2013), and stated as follows:
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Even if the defendant had reasonable ground to believe and actually
did believe that he was in imminent danger of death or serious bodily
harm, the defendant was justified in using deadly force to repel the
danger only if he retreated as far as he safely could do before using
deadly force. The law requires a person to retreat rather than to take
the life of an adversary if there was a convenient mode of retreat
without increasing his actual or apparent peril. To excuse a failure to
retreat, it is necessary that the defendant's peril would be increased, or
that it reasonably appeared that it would be increased, by retreat. If
you find that the defendant could have safely retreated but failed to do
so, the defendant cannot rely on the justification of self-defense.

87.

Mr. Blonigen argued in closing that Mr. Knospler had the “absolute” duty to
retreat as contained in Instructions 28, stating as follows:
“And if he does that [Mr. Baldwin breaks the window],
he [Mr. Knospler] has an absolute duty to retreat,
without question. Now, we know that he could have
simply driven away. Mr. Daily even agreed that yes,
you know, this is not a serious -- he spun his tire.
Drive away. Drive away.” (Emphasis added.) (TT 1948:27)
“Because even if he was the guy in the video clip
[demonstrating individual punching out window], the
law says that prior to resorting to deadly force, the
defendant has a duty to pursue reasonable alternatives
under the circumstances. The defendant may use deadly
force only if necessary and must consider reasonable
alternatives, which may include retreat before
resorting to deadly force. So even if he's that guy in
the video clip, ladies and gentlemen, the defendant
has a duty to retreat if it's a reasonable
alternative. He had every reasonable alternative.”
(Emphasis added (TT 1949:8-19)
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88.

In rebuttal, the State again conceded that it was possible that Mr. Baldwin did
break the window on the driver’s side and that could have been the source of
the injuries to the right hand. However, based on the above instruction, Mr.
Knospler was still under a duty to retreat, stating:
“And Dr. Carver did not say punched – he said -striking the window is what he said. You can go back,
talk about what you heard, compare it to what we say.
But he is very clear on rebuttal that these wounds
just don't quite add up to him. That's common sense.
You saw what that guy had to do to break that window.
Is it impossible to break a window? Do you have to
break your hand? No. But wouldn't you at least look at
the hand if it was broken? Wouldn't you at least stop
and say you mean a little cut here -- and remember Dr.
Carver says these are just like layers of skin, that's
it. And remember one other important thing.
Mr. Daily said he could proceed and, in fact, he did
just proceed and drive away. The tire slipped once. It
continued in the same direction, in the same pattern,
he said that. Rolling tire going in, rolling tire
coming out. So even if you were to take everything
they just said, the defendant had more than an
adequate opportunity to retreat, and he has to seek
reasonable alternatives. There's got to be a
reasonable alternative to James Kade Baldwin laying
dead in that parking lot when alls (sic) he did was
lift a door handle.” (Emphasis added.) (TT at 1985:31986:2)

89.

As a result of the State and defense’s failure to conduct a shooting reenactment the definitively established exculpatory nature of the bullet wipe,
small squares of glass vs long narrow shards, and distribution evidence as
set forth ante in ¶¶ 12 – 73, the issue of who was the initial aggressor
lingered. As a result the jury was improperly instructed and DA Blonigen was
able to argue false and misleading evidence under the instruction given and
obtain a conviction.
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III.

DIRECT APPEAL
90.

The issues raised by Atty Low and Atty Newcomb on direct appeal did not,
and could not, involve allegations that they provided ineffective assistance.

91.

The jury instruction issue (#4) presented to and decided by the Wyoming
Supreme Court was limited to the district court’s instruction # 27, and not #28,
summarized by the Wyoming Supreme Court as follows:

Issue 4: Jury instruction relating to first aggressor
In his fourth issue, Appellant claims the district court abused its discretion
by giving Jury Instruction No. 27, relating to self-defense. That instruction
provided as follows:
Jury Instruction No. 27
In considering the claim of self-defense in this case, you must first
determine whether the Defendant was the aggressor in this case or
whether Mr. Baldwin was the aggressor in this case. Some sort of
physical aggression or a threat of imminent use of deadly force is
required before a person will be considered an aggressor. Verbal
provocation without more is generally insufficient to justify an initial
aggressor. If you find that the Defendant was the aggressor in this case,
you should consider his duty under Instruction 28. If you find that Mr.
Baldwin was the aggressor you should review the Defendant’s actions
under Instruction 29.
If the jury determined that Appellant was the first aggressor, Jury
Instruction No. 28 instructed that he must first withdraw or retreat
before resorting to deadly force. If the jury determined, however, that
the victim was the first aggressor, Jury Instruction No. 29 instructed
that Appellant must use other reasonable, legal alternatives before
resorting to deadly force.
Appellant contends that Instruction No. 27 is contrary to Drennen v.
State, 2013 WY 118, 311 P.3d 116 (Wyo.2013). He claims that pursuant
to Drennen “the jury’s duty is not to ‘first determine’ who was the
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aggressor but, instead, to determine whether the defendant reasonably
perceived a threat of immediate bodily injury under the circumstances and
whether he defended himself in a reasonable manner, by evaluating the
totality of the circumstances and his options in protecting himself from
such a perceived threat of harm.”
In Drennen, ¶ 32, 311 P.3d at 127, we stated that “In cases where the
determination of which party was the aggressor is in dispute, the jury
should be specifically instructed as to the definition of ‘aggressor’ so it can
resolve the factual issue.” We then proceeded to set forth the manner in
which the jury should be instructed:
When the defendant has met the minimal burden of presenting a
prima facie case that the deceased was the aggressor, the district
court must instruct the jury on the legal definition of
“aggressor.” The jury should be instructed that if it determines
the defendant was the aggressor, he had a duty to withdraw or
retreat before he could claim the right to self-defense. If, on
the other hand, the defendant has not made a prima facie case
that the deceased was the aggressor, the jury should be
instructed on the defendant’s absolute duty to withdraw or
retreat before self-defense will be recognized. In cases where the
evidence establishes, as a matter of law, the defendant was not
the aggressor, the jury should not be charged that he had an
absolute duty to retreat. In all cases, the jury should be
instructed that the defendant was justified in using deadly
force only if necessary; consequently, he must consider
reasonable alternatives, which may include retreat, before
using deadly force. Id., ¶ 39, 311 P.3d at 129 (emphasis added).
We agree with Appellant that the jury must evaluate the totality of the
circumstances to determine whether a defendant reasonably perceived a
threat of immediate bodily injury and whether he defended himself in a
reasonable manner. Drennen, ¶ 13, 311 P.3d at 122. Considering which
party was the first aggressor, however, is not inconsistent with an
evaluation of the totality of the circumstances. Rather, because the parties
disputed whether the victim was the first aggressor, the jury was required
to consider which party was the first aggressor in its evaluation of the
totality of the circumstances. Jury Instruction No. 27 is consistent with the
standards set forth in Drennen. We find no abuse of discretion in the
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district court’s decision to give the instruction.
92.

It is apparent that the “first aggressor” threshold question as identified by the
Wy Supreme Court should NOT have been in dispute under a correct
understanding of the evidence and conducting the re-enactment as
recommended by Mr. Daily. See ante at ¶ 89.

93.

Appellate counsel also could not raise issues regarding the receipt of
irrelevant evidence in which the objection had not been made at trial and
preserved for appeal. As summarized by the Wyoming Supreme Court, the
appeal issue was specifically limited to the following:
....

Five:

94.

Did the district court abuse its discretion in permitting the
State to introduce 404(b) evidence despite the State’s late
notice of its intent to use the evidence?

The Wyoming Supreme Court held that Mr. Knospler was not entitled to relief
because trial counsel failed to interpose an objection until well after the
testimony had been presented. The State filed its original notice of intent to
introduce evidence under Rule 404(b) on June 23, 2014, and on November
19, 2014, and the issue was subject to pre-trial motions in limine.

95.

The Wyoming Supreme Court noted in endnote “3” that:

“Appellant does not challenge the district court's determination
regarding the relevancy of the evidence.”
96.

The Wyoming Supreme Court was exactly right. This issue should have been
preserved by timely objection at trial and presented on appeal as one of
relevancy, nothing more.
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GROUNDS FOR RELIEF
GROUND ONE: The State presented evidence and testimony from witnesses in the
employ of the State of Wyoming that in knew, or should have known, was false,
misleading, and scientifically unreliable and then argued the false and misleading
evidence in support of conviction in violation the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution and the decisions in United States v.
Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 (1976), Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), Miller v. Pate,
386 U.S. 1 (1967), Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (1959) and their progeny as set forth
in the allegations ante at ¶¶ 12-73 and the supporting P/C exhibits attached to this
motion.
GROUND TWO: Trial counsel (Atty Low and Atty Newcomb) provided deficient
performance during Mr. Knospler’s pre-trial, trial, and direct appeal phases to the
prejudice of Mr. Knospler in violation of the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution and the decisions in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,
104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984), Hirsch v. State, 2006 WY 66, 135 P.3d 586 (Wyo.2006) Keats
v. State, 2005 WY 81, 115 P.3d 1110 (Wyo.2005); Deshazer v. State, 2003 WY 98, 74
P.3d 1240 (Wyo.2003) and their progeny as set forth in the factual allegations set forth
ante in 1 – 98, and the supporting P/C exhibits attached to motion. Trial counsel was
specifically provided deficient performance to Mr. Knospler’s prejudice in the following
respects:
1) Trial counsel failed to request the State conduct and/or conduct
independent forensic testing of the items of evidence in the custody of the
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prosecution as recommended and identified in Daily report (P/C Ex. 1 at
p. 6), to include:
a. Fire the .45 Nighthawk firearm thru the inside (CONCAVE) side of
the 2008 Chevy Cobalt’s driver’s side window into T-shirt on the
outside and capture the bullet with ballistic gel or padding. Fire
another set of re-enactments into a T-shirt without the intervening
tempered glass window and capture the bullet. These shooting
could be repeated at various distance as suggested by the State
from 12” to 72”.
i. These “glass break” shooting re-enactments by the State or
defense would have shown:
1. In EVERY re-enactment under the circumstance
existing on October 4, 2013, there would be NO
“bullet wipe” on the T-shirt regardless of the
distance from the .45 muzzle to the window and
window to Mr. Baldwin’s T-shirt.
2. In EVERY re-enactment, the window glass would
fracture with a pattern of long narrow shards
radiating from the point of impact and NOT in
small squares of glass.
3. In EVERY re-enactment, a significant amount of the
glass consisting of long narrow shards would be
projected outward from the window frame. In
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some cases where there was glass “hanging” after
the shoot, there would still be the distinctive long
narrow shards.
4. In EVERY re-enactment, the bullet would show
damage and deformation because of having struck
the tempered auto glass.
5. In EVERY re-enactment, the T-shirt would exhibit a
ragged and torn entrance hole.
ii. The “no intervening glass” shoots at any distance from 12”
to yards would have shown:
1. In EVERY re-enactment, there would be clear
evidence of “bullet wipe” around the entry hole in the
T-shirt.
2. In EVERY re-enactment the bullet would make a
clean round or oval (if the target were slanted) hole in
the T-shirt.
3. In EVERY re-enactment the bullet would not be
damaged and deformed.
iii. The failure to conduct these re-enactment shootings was
“prejudicial” to Mr. Knospler because these actual results
would have established beyond any reasonable doubt that
the window had been broken by Mr. Baldwin before the
fatal shot. These results would further provide support to
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the defense that Mr. Baldwin was grabbing the .45
Nighthawk and was the obstruction that caused both the
“stovepipe” malfunction and the 1” magazine drop.
iv. Having conducted the re-enactments trial counsel should
have objected to testimony and opinions of the State expert,
Steve Norris, on grounds that it was inadmissible under
Bunting v. Jamieson, 984 P.2d 467 (Wyo. 1999), (adopting
test under Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,
509 U.S. 579, 592-93, 113 S.Ct. 2786, 2796 (1993).
2) Trial counsel provided “deficient performance” by calling Mr. Lehman as a
character witness that “opened the door” to inadmissible and prejudicial
evidence that had previously been excluded through a motion in limine as
alleged in this petition ante in ¶ 74-80.
3) Trial counsel failed to move in limine and object at trial to the irrelevant
and prejudicial testimony under W.R.E. 401 and 403 of the civilian
witnesses, SONNY PILCHER, ASHLEE LOGAN, ERWIN ANDUJAR, and
CHRYSTAL MIZE, bouncers, bartenders, and strippers at RACKS,
regarding actions and interactions with Mr. Knospler and their state of
mind as a result of those interactions as alleged in this petition ante in ¶
81-84. This evidence was highly prejudicial are argued by Mr. Blonigen in
his closing as a reason to convict Mr. Knospler.
4) Trial counsel failed to object to the testimony and opinion of Mr. Norris of
the WY Crime laboratory regarding the “distance determination” under
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W.R.E. 702 and W.R.E. 705 based upon his examination of Baldwin’s Tshirt when compared to the controlled shoot at the laboratory at 24”.
Mr. Norris was apparently unaware of ANY of the crime scene photos
showing the T-shirt had been rolled up around Mr. Baldwin’s lower neck
(introducing Locard’s Exchange Principle of evidence transfer which
would reduce the GRS in the area where Mr. Norris examined), and the
testing for the distance opinion relying on nitrite testing (gunpowder
residue) which is water soluble and the T-shirt was wet and remained in
this condition for more than two days) as alleged in this petition ante 69 73. Mr. Blonigen relied at length in his closing that this evidence proved
that Mr. Knospler was guilty of second-degree murder.
5) Trial counsel’s failure to request the re-enactment shootings or conduct
such re-enactments by the defense resulted in insufficient evidence at
trial to establish, as a matter of law, that Mr. Baldwin was the first
aggressor by breaking the driver’s side window as set forth ante ¶ 12-73.
As a result of this deficient performance, the jury was improperly
instructed as set forth ante in ¶ 85-96.
GROUND THREE: Mr. Knospler’s is factually innocent of second-degree murder
charge because the reliable and accurate forensic evidence establishes that that State’s
theory that Mr. Knospler fired a single shot through the closed driver’s side window was
not correct. Rather, the reliable evidence establishes that Mr. Baldwin broke the
window and was grabbing the firearm hitting the magazine release button causing the
magazine to drop approximately 1” and his hand obstructed the firearm discharge port
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causing the crimped damage to the spent cartridge and the subsequent “stove pipe”
position of the damage cartridge. As a matter of law, where an individual is
aggressively breaking into a vehicle and attempting to grab the occupant’s lawfully
possessed firearm, it is self-defense. It is a violation of substantive due process for an
innocent person to be convicted of a crime and incarcerated under the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.
WHEREFORE Mr. Knospler requests that the State be required to file an answer
to this petition, that he be allowed to amend, if necessary, upon receipt of the Attorney
General’s answer, that an evidentiary hearing be granted, and that he be given the
opportunity to conduct scientific testing using the .45 Nighthawk in advance of an
evidentiary hearing.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:

_______________________________
Gerald L. Soucie
1141 H St
Lincoln, NE 68608
(402) 476-2847 (o)
(402) 429-2145 (c)
Admitted pro hoc vice

________________________________
Eric J. Palen
Palen Law Offices, LLP
PO Box 156
Glendo, WY 82213
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VERIFICATION
County of Carbon
STATE OF WYOMING

)
) SS
)

I, JOHN KNOSPLER, being first duly sworn state that I am the defendant in this
petition for postconviction relief, that I am personally aware of the facts that have been
alleged, and that these facts are true to my best knowledge and belief.
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

____________________________
John H. Knospler, Jr.
Inmate # 29961
Wyoming MCI
7076 Rd 55F
Torrington, WY 82240
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ____ day of January, 2019.

_____________________
Notary Public
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DEFENDANT’S FACTUAL SHOWING IN SUPPORT
OF HIS REQUEST FOR AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON HIS
MOTION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIEF
_____________________________________________________

The Defendant, JOHN HENRY KNOSPLER, JR., pursuant to W.S. § 7-14-101
through 7-14-108 (Wyoming Postconviction Act) submits the following evidence in
support of an evidentiary hearing vacating and setting aside his conviction and sentence
in the above entitled case as more specifically alleged in his original motion. The
evidence related to the original investigation, including photographs, reports, emails, law
enforcement videos, RACKS security videos, and lab reports were obtained from an
external hard drive provided by KNOSPLER’s original trial and appellate attorney,
Joseph Low, and will be so identified.
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